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1, Introduction
Using Schneider's method S Lang [5]proved the fonoⅥring Six expon ntials the rem.
Let とrl, こと2 be COmplex numbers,linearly independent over the rationals, and let βl, β2,β3be
complex numbers, linearly independent over the rationals.  Then at least one of the six
numbers
ゼaλβμ(ズ=1,2,μ=1,2,3)
is transcendental over the rationals.
In this note、ve consider the analogous problem for the Carhtz―ψ―function、vhich can be
regarded as the characteristic―少expon ntial function.  For Carhtz―ψ―function、ve refer to L.
Carlitz[1],L.I Wade[8]and J.M.Geiisel[4]
Let F,be the nnite lleld of¢三こつアelements,少a prilne and/a pOSitive integer.  Let χ be
an indeterHinate and let F?[χ]denOte the ring of pohnO■lials in χ、vit  coefncients in F?.  Let
FT(χ)denOte the field of rational functions in χ with coemcients in F?. For α∈F9(χ),there
exist E,G∈F?[χ]With C≠O Such that α=E/G.ヽVe denne dg α by
dg α=―∞         if α=0,
三deg E_deg G    if α辛0.
Vヽith this deinition,it is clear that αトーー →dg α iS a(10garith■lic)non―archirnedean valuation on
F?(χ). The cOmpletion of FT(χ)under this valuation is the formal Laurent―eries Field
F?((χ~1)). Let O be the completion ofthe algebraic closure of F?((χ
~1)). Then the neld ο is
algebraicany closed,and the valuation dg can be extended to O in a unique、vay(se [4],sl)
The Carhtz―ψ―funCtiOn is derined by
ψ(サ)=息止評Lt?た,
、vhere
Fた=Π(χ?ん_χ?,).J=O
The fuction ψ(サ)iS an entire function,i.e.ψ(サ)Cnverges for an t∈ο,and can be、〃ritten as an
inanite product
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